Pediatric paraspinal penetrating sewing needle
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Abstract. Pediatric spinal injuries are very rare conditions and account for 1%-10% of all spinal injuries. Domestic accidents, such as falling and bumping, are frequent events during childhood. In this study, a 1-year-old boy who was under treatment due to a penetrating trauma at the posterior thoracolumbar intersection is presented. The patient was referred to our clinic after a needle became imbedded into his back due to an accident that occurred at home. The patient’s neurologic assessment was normal. A radiologic study of the patient showed the presence of a metallic foreign object, extending into the paravertebral muscle on the left side of the T12-L1 intersection. The needle was removed promptly after an emergent surgical procedure. No complications were present during the follow-up visit after 1 month. Emergent surgical intervention is necessary in paraspinal and spinal penetrating traumas.
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1. Introduction

Pediatric spinal injuries are very rare conditions and account for 1%-10% of all spinal injuries. Domestic accidents, such as falling and bumping, are frequent events during childhood. However, pediatric injuries and wounds due to spinal cuts/penetrating devices are rare. The case of a 1-year-old boy is presented in whom a sewing needle pierced the left side of the thoracolumbar intersection and broke off during a domestic household accident. The relevant literature is reviewed.

2. Case report

A 1-year-old boy was referred to our emergency outpatient clinic for evaluation and treatment of an impaled sewing needle in his back. The patient was examined and it was determined that the foreign object had entered the back at the left side of the thoracolumbar intersection. The patient was agitated and withdrew his legs towards his abdomen. The flat radiograph showed a metallic foreign object that extended into the paravertebral muscles on the left side of the T12-L1 intersection (Figure 1a,1b). The patient underwent surgery immediately and after an incision was performed through an endoscope under general anesthesia, a 4 cm sewing needle was removed from the site of entrance in the left vertebral muscles (Figure 2). Prophylactic antibiotic therapy was started. The patient was discharged 3 days after the operation without any signs of a neurologic deficit. No pathologic findings were noted at the follow-up visit 3 months later.

3. Discussion

Spinal injuries in childhood are rare events, comprising 1%-10% of all spinal injuries (1-4). The management of penetrating spinal trauma in children differs from the therapeutic approach applied to adults. A child may not be able to express pain and sensitivity, and therefore a complete systemic examination must be conducted and local dermal lesions and injuries detected. However, it may be difficult to determine the site of entrance of a foreign object. Osenbach and Menezes (5) studied childhood spinal trauma in 179 children and found that cervical trauma (63%) was the most frequently encountered condition, while thoracic (13%),
Injuries may effect the medulla spinalis, spinal nerves, vertebrae, and one or more veins (3,4,9). In the case here in, the foreign object failed to reach the spinal cord and remained inert in the paraspinal zone, and therefore demonstrated no neurologic symptoms. A flat radiograph and tomography are appropriate methods to identify foreign objects, while magnetic resonance imaging is preferred to demonstrate the location of non-metallic foreign objects (10,11,12).

Foreign objects that penetrate into the spinal region may cause an infection. The origin of infection is commonly the normal dermal flora. Staphylococcus aureus and Enterobacteria species are pathogenic microorganisms that can be isolated. Prophylactic antibiotic therapy must be started against these bacteria (5,13). In our case, ceftriaxone and ampicillin-sulbactam were used as prophylactic antibiotics and no infections developed. Penetrating foreign objects in the spinal region may cause neurologic deficits, hypoesthesia, anesthesia, infections, abscesses, and formation of a CSF fistula. Appropriate therapy must be utilized against these complications (8,13). No complications were determined during the 1-month follow-up period in our patient.

Trauma due to penetrating foreign objects in the pediatric spinal region are important because of the location, and therefore early surgical intervention should be considered. Foreign
objects can be removed by endoscopy or a stereotactic route (14). Accidents due to motor vehicles and falling from high places are accidents that are frequently encountered in early childhood.

The upper cervical region is the most affected zone. Penetrating injuries are more frequent at the thoracic and/or lumbar regions. It is necessary to provide emergent surgical intervention in pediatric paraspinal penetrating injuries and overcome the management of complications.

The nature of penetrating foreign objects, the penetrated tissue, the site, and the damage at the penetration site dictate the extent and nature of the operation. The detection of a metallic foreign object is possible with a flat x-ray radiograph. The detection of foreign objects, such as wood and glass with a lower opacity ratio, may be difficult during surgical intervention.

The present case is the first reported pediatric case involving a penetrating paraspinal needle. Pediatric spinal injuries may be dependent on several factors, such as age, and may affect the vertebrae, medulla spinalis, and/or paravertebral regions of the body. Early surgical intervention must be considered in the management of penetrating injuries.
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